
obtained morphological marker, and ASI can become a practical,
noninvasively assessed functional marker of endothelial dysfunction
in end-stage renal disease patients. Further studies are needed to
determine whether those echocardiographic parameters will provide
useful information concerning endothelium function in individuals
with end-stage renal disease.

In conclusion, the strong correlation between ASI and LAVI
suggests an association between the elastic properties of the aorta
and left atrium enlargement in patients maintaining continuous
peritoneal dialysis. The independent correlation between ASI and
ADMA may support the notion that left atrium enlargement due to
increased aortic stiffness is mediated by endothelium dysfunction.

The authors of this manuscript have certified that they comply
with the Principles of Ethical Publishing in the International Journal of
Cardiology.
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Since the last two decades researchers have demonstrated an
association between affective states and health outcomes, especially
cardiovascular safety. Relation between negative and positive emotions
and survival in coronary artery disease [1]; impact of anger and anger
expression on cardiovascular health [2]; kinship of mood and anxiety

disorders with congenital heart disease [3]; and depression as a
common co-morbid condition in patients with coronary artery disease
[4] are instances of this association.

Avicenna ((Ibn Sina, 980–1037 A.D.)) a famous Iranian Islamic scholar
had critical comments in his book “canon of medicine” about cardiovas-
cular system. One of the most important issues in this book is the role of
emotions on heart health [5]. In another book “al-Adviyt ol Qalbiye”
(cardiac medicines) he made a brief description on some psychological
conditions which affect the physiological function of cardiovascular
system.Moreover, he described the effects of some psychological diseases
such as depression, stress and anxiety on cardiovascular function [6].
Avicenna and other Iranian traditional medicine sages believed in
dedicating emotions to heart and animal pneuma (Ruh-e Heyvani) [7].

According to Iranian traditional medicine (ITM), health is attributed
to the equilibrium of four humors (Akhlat) including blood (Dam),
phlegm (Balgham), yellow bile (safrā'), and black bile (Saudā). Humors
consist of two parts rarefied vapor of humors and dense materials. Due
to Avicenna points of view the rarefied vapor of humors forms pneuma
and dense material makes organs such as bones, mussels, etc. When
pneuma is producedwith an appropriate temperament, it is disposed to
receive a power named vital power. Vital power spreads or flows
throughout the organs and prepares them to have the ability of
sensation and movement. Pneuma falls into three categories; including
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natural pneuma (Ruh-e Tabiee), spirit pneuma (Ruh-e Nafsani) and
animal pneuma (Ruh-e Heyvani), In fact animal pneuma is based in the
heart and plays a role in living functions. This power associates with the
generation of emotions such as fear, anger, pleasure and sorrow and
other psychic conditions because in these conditions contraction and
expansion occur in the pneuma which is related to this power [8].

Due to ITM principles, emotions influence cardiovascular system
severely because of animal pneuma movement [9]. This movement
could be either inward or outward and may happen suddenly or
gradually. The outward movement of pneuma is either sudden, as in
anger, or gradual as in pleasure and happiness. The inward movement
of pneuma is either sudden, as in terror, or gradual as in sorrow. The
outward movement of pneuma is followed by the coldness of the
interior. Sometimes this movement is exceeded (like in furious person
or deep joy), in that case pneuma gets dispersed and both the interior
and exterior become cold subsequently. Inwardmovement of pneuma
is also followed by the coldness of the exterior and warmness of the
interior (like severe sorrow or terror). Sudden movement either
internally or externally may result in severe syncope or death [8].

The effects of emotions on the cardiovascular system can be
indicated by pulse changes which are shown in Table 1 [8].

On the other hand natural or unnatural temperament of the heart
can cause the person prone to different moods Table 2 [9]. In fact,
healthy or unhealthy heart could be the origin of different emotional
states.

Not only emotional reactions shows heart condition but also
emotional imaginations indicate heart scenarios too. If imagery tends
toward happiness, optimism and good wishes, it shows strong heart
condition and fine temperament. If imagery tends toward unsociability
and bothering, it shows hot dystemperament of the heart and if it tends
toward cowardice and sorrow, it shows dry dystemperament of the
heart [8].

Modern medicine believes that the center of psychological states is
located in different part of the brain [10]. Despite modernmedicine ITM
believes that the emotions and the heart have effects on each other. It
means that cardiovascular health causes emotional balance and vice
versa. Study of emotions as an inexpensive and accessible instrument
could be recommended to all physicians to use it as the first step for
evaluation of heart health and for more attention to psychological
aspects of care for heart patients.

The authors of this manuscript have certified that they comply
with the Principles of Ethical Publishing in the International Journal of
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Table 1
Psychic reactions on pulse.

Emotions Pulse alteration Mechanism

Anger Makes the pulse large, very high, fast, and frequent Stirs up the vital power and causes the pneuma to expand all at once
Sorrow Pulse becomes small, weak, infrequent and slow The innate heat is choked (block) and diverted inwards gradually,

the vital power is weakened
sudden fear It makes the pulse quick, jerky (rough), unequal,

and irregular
The innate heat diverted inwards suddenly, the vital power is weakened

Joy and pleasure Pulse generally becomes large, soft, slow and infrequent. The pneuma and vital power are gradually diverted outwards

Table 2
Prediction of emotions from temperament of the heart.

Emotions Temperament of the heart

Normal Hot natural temperament of the heart Frequent anger, brave and fearless, hopeful and optimistic
Cold natural temperament of the heart Patient, flurry and wandering
Wet natural temperament of the heart Quickly becomes sensational and quickly returns to normal
Dry natural temperament of the heart Unrest, barbaric behavior, slowly becomes sensational and the

emotion is lasting and enduring
Abnormal Hot dystemperament of the heart Grief with restlessness

Cold dystemperament of the heart Fearful and timid, gentle and kind
Wet dystemperament of the heart Quickly impressed from the matters that affect the morale and

quickly returns to normal
Dry dystemperament of the heart Slowly becomes sensational and also slowly returns to normal.
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